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“I absolutely loved this book! I could not put it down. . .The Thief Prince will whisk you away into a new
world that you will not want to leave! I hope that Ms. Alsop has more about this story to write, because I
would love more Kit and Andric! This is one of my favorite books so far this year! Five stars!” Crystal,
Books Are Sanity- Book Blogger

“. . . Once I started I couldn't put it down. The story is amazing. The plot is new and the action never stops.
The characters are believeable and the emotions presented are beautiful and real. If anyone wants a good,
clean, fun, romantic read. Look no further. I hope there will be more books set in Denbria, or better yet
Antor.” SH writer- Amazon Reviewer

“For anyone who likes tales of princes, princesses with some supernatural elements to it, you will want to
read this.” Karen- Amazon Reviewer

“This remarkable story causes the reader to never want to put the book down...as if you never want to leave
this world. Her ability to describe the characters makes you feel like you've known these characters all your
life. You feel what they feel, even their pain. I have read many of her books. Thief Prince continues to be one
of my favorites. I've already read it three times. Read all her books...you'll never regret it.” Michael- Amazon
Reviewer

“I absolutely loved this book! I could not put it down! Anything with a prince and princess is usually a
winner for me, but this book is even better! It has multiple princes and princesses on scene over the course of
the book! I was completely drawn into Kit's world as she was faced with danger and new circumstances...
Kit was a strong character, not a weak and simpering girl who couldn't do anything for herself. The Thief
Prince (Andric) was a great character as well! I kept seeing glimpses of who he really was and I loved that
the author gave us clues as to what he like under the surface. The Thief Prince will whisk you away into a
new world that you will not want to leave!” Bookworm- Book Reviewer

“I thought this would be an ordinary medieval book, but it turned out to be full of twists I didn't see. The
Princess was very believable in the way she reacted to everything. I liked that she was a true but flawed
heroine, and that we were able to start seeing in Andric the things she was hoping would be there. His story
was heartbreaking but inspiring; he is definitely one of my very favorite characters of all time. If you like
sword fighting, communicating with animals, Romeo and Juliet type love stories, danger, or bravery in spite
of the odds, Thief Prince is for you.” Jennifer Ekins- Goodreads Reviewer

When her brother’s sickness forces Kit to accept the title of heir to her kingdom’s crown, she is outcast by
the others and treated as inferior; but when she is forced along with the other heirs on a dangerous journey,
her differences turn into strengths that may save their lives. Kit is tested both mentally and physically as she
faces odds both on the battlefield and within the royal social circles. She soon realizes that her greatest
challenge may be to return home with her heart in one piece.

Thief Prince is a story of courage in the face of fear, and of love despite overwhelming odds. Whether you
are looking for an adventure or the chance to see kingdoms beyond your world, Thief Prince is the story to
sweep you away.
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From reader reviews:

Eric McDonald:

Book is to be different for every single grade. Book for children until finally adult are different content. As it
is known to us that book is very important for us. The book Thief Prince has been making you to know about
other information and of course you can take more information. It is quite advantages for you. The reserve
Thief Prince is not only giving you considerably more new information but also to become your friend when
you feel bored. You can spend your personal spend time to read your publication. Try to make relationship
using the book Thief Prince. You never really feel lose out for everything in the event you read some books.

John White:

Hey guys, do you would like to finds a new book to read? May be the book with the title Thief Prince
suitable to you? Often the book was written by popular writer in this era. Typically the book untitled Thief
Princeis a single of several books in which everyone read now. This book was inspired many men and
women in the world. When you read this guide you will enter the new shape that you ever know previous to.
The author explained their thought in the simple way, therefore all of people can easily to understand the
core of this guide. This book will give you a large amount of information about this world now. So that you
can see the represented of the world with this book.

Gertrude Knudsen:

Reading a guide can be one of a lot of pastime that everyone in the world really likes. Do you like reading
book thus. There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new
info. When you read a reserve you will get new information because book is one of numerous ways to share
the information or even their idea. Second, examining a book will make you more imaginative. When you
studying a book especially fiction book the author will bring you to definitely imagine the story how the
people do it anything. Third, you could share your knowledge to other individuals. When you read this Thief
Prince, you may tells your family, friends along with soon about yours e-book. Your knowledge can inspire
average, make them reading a e-book.

Kirk Mathews:

Don't be worry in case you are afraid that this book can filled the space in your house, you may have it in e-
book way, more simple and reachable. This specific Thief Prince can give you a lot of friends because by
you considering this one book you have point that they don't and make an individual more like an interesting
person. This kind of book can be one of a step for you to get success. This reserve offer you information that
maybe your friend doesn't know, by knowing more than other make you to be great persons. So , why
hesitate? Let me have Thief Prince.
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